PRECISION
MACHINED
COMPONENTS
Market Leading Precision
Engineering Services

PR ECIS I O N
ENG INE E RI N G
SER VICES
Established in 1971, KMF Group is a leading
provider of precision sheet metal and machined
components, serving a range of fast-growing industry
sectors. We have been delivering innovative and
comprehensive manufacturing solutions to our customers
for over 45 years.
From the complex assembly of fully integrated metal enclosures, to the production
of high-value precision parts, businesses of all sizes rely on us for metal manufacture
and process expertise.
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The ultimate precision for your critical products
TURNOVER

KMF Group’s multi-axis CNC machining

In addition, our automated Mazak

and precision engineering services are

Palletech systems are designed with the

delivered from a purpose built 43,000

ﬂexibility required for creating shorter

sq. ft. production facility in Staffordshire.

cycle times, reducing in-process

KMF Precision Engineering carries out
entire projects under one roof to provide

inventory and simultaneously producing
multiple parts over a single shift.

Services
Prototyping
3, 4 & 5-Axis
Machining
Sliding Head
Technology
Horizontal Machining

a fast, comprehensive and cost-effective

We can work on complex production

CNC Machining and assembly service, as

processes and cut investment and

well as meeting the challenging

tooling costs, allowing clients to focus on

CNC Turning

speciﬁcation and schedules called for by

core competencies and receive a greater

our customers.

return on their outsourcing investment.

Part Identiﬁcation
Marking

Our impressive array of equipment -

The latest CNC machines, experienced

Full Traceability

including simultaneous and ﬁxed 5-axis

industry professionals and an expedited

technology, sliding head, multiaxial

delivery schedule make KMF the number

milling and turning machines, precision

one manufacturing partner for ambitious

tapping centres and a highly equipped

OEM’s.

metrology department - serves a single
purpose: ensuring the highest precision
and quality of the production of
machined components.

CNC Milling

3D Design &
Development
Mechanical Assembly
Electrical Integration
Fabrication
Metrology

IN NOVA T I V E, REL I A B L E
A ND PR E C I SE SOL U T I O N S
5-Axis Machining
Using the latest 5 Axis technology, both simultaneous
and ﬁxed, we are able to produce complex, multiaxial
components in a variety of materials.
Our 3,4 & 5 Axis machining centres allow us to
machine a wide variety of complex parts ranging from
small, precision machined components from 5-10mm
up to 300-500mm, with a machining envelope to
3000 x 800 x 700.

CNC Milling
With our wide range of 3 and 4 Axis milling machines,
from high speed precision tapping centres to
conventional heavy cutting machines, KMF operate

Sliding Head

two styles of Vertical milling.

Housing the most up to date, high-precision,

Our Brother machining centres produce high volumes

multi-tasking sliding head machining centres, allows

of nonferrous components on both ﬂat and trunnion

for both turning and multiaxial milling in the main and

styled beds. Bridgeport and Quaser heavy duty

sub spindle. With these capabilities, all operations of

vertical machines, produce a wide range of Steel, and

small, complex, high precision turned parts can be

Stainless-steel parts.

completed from raw material to ﬁnished part, in one
cycle.
KMF can produce components from 2mm to 32mm
through 3m bar feeds. In batches up to 10,000 the
maintained level of accuracy and quality is unrivalled.

CNC Turning
CNC turning centres and 3 and 4 axis lathes allow us to
produce high precision parts ranging from 4mm to
70mm diameter for bar fed components and up to
300mm diameter for billeted components.

Horizontal Machining

Ranging from single spindle chucking lathes to multi

KMF Precision Engineering is one of the leading

spindle barfed lathes we can offer a cost-effective

suppliers of multi pallet machined components. With a

solution for all of your turned part requirements.

Mazak HCN 5000-111 and in-house tooling and ﬁxturing
directly linked to the scheduling system, we can

Metal Finishing

synchronise the running of 12 pallets allowing a suite of

From a strong base of approved and trusted suppliers,

parts to be run off in one visit.

we are able to provide a range of metal ﬁnishing

With a fully programmable automation line, our top of
the range machines have the ability to run day and
night with the beneﬁt of a 120 tool carousel and probe
checking capabilities.

services, including, zinc electroplating, anodising (both
decorative and hard), phosphoric bond, hexavalent
chromium free and CARC. We also offer in house
engraving and bead blasting facilities.

PRODUCTION OVERVIEW
PROCESS FLOW

DESIGN FOR
MANUFACTURE
Innovative solutions to add
value and improve
competitiveness

PROTOTYPING

• Expert project management
with a focus on quality, cost,

Transforming designs into

efﬁciency, shorter lead times

competitive, manufacturable

and product suitability.

products

• Design for Manufacture and a

• Dedicated machines for simple

value engineering methodology.

one offs to multi part prototypes,

• Utilising market leading CAM
software for NC part

which can be produced in short
lead times.

programming and 5-axis

• Committed personnel to ensure

stimulation.

the right people are aligned with
your project from concept to
completion.

PRODUCTION
Industry leading technology
and process veriﬁcation to
consistently deliver quality
• Investment in automation:
Our Mazak Palletech system is
designed with the ﬂexibility
required for creating shorter
cycle times, reducing in process
inventory and simultaneously

• Recognising the need to prove

producing multiple parts over a

customer’s programs out on the

single shift.

correct production machines, to
offer accurate costs and lead times.

• Proactively seek solutions to
problems with a focus on
improving product performance,
precision and competitiveness.
• Unrivalled technology and

ISO 9001
CERTIFICATION
KMF's products and components perform
with pinpoint accuracy in the most demanding
environments and therefore we recognise the
importance of quality and dependability in our
products. To assure all processes are performed to the
highest quality standards, KMF Group carry ISO 9001
certiﬁcation as the baseline for our quality system.
Our quality control department performs ﬁrst off, in-process,
incoming and ﬁnal inspections throughout the entire production cycle
to ensure the highest quality of every component.

capacity to comfortably meet
growth ambitions with speed
and high quality.

PRODUCTION
OVERVIEW
PROCESS FLOW
(continued)

KMF Precision Engineering can supply machined components in small batches as well as large volumes
in a variety of different materials including; Carbon/Alloy steels, Stainless Steel, Titanium, Specialist Steels,
Brass, Aluminium and Plastics.
Behind our precision machining facility is a vast amount of hands-on
experience to not only achieve the accuracy which the design
demands, but to help customers improve their components by
optimising them for weight, ease of production and cost.

SUPPLY CHAIN
MANAGEMENT
QUALITY

Value-adding sourcing and a
cost competitive culture

ASSEMBLY
Full mechanical-assembly
capabilities

Rigorous quality standards and
regulatory requirements

innovations to drive quality,

equipment and temperature and

reliability and consistency.

humidity controlled environments to
ensure required speciﬁcations and

to offer a complete mechanical

tolerances are consistently achieved.

helicoil insertion to fully assembled
turnkey operations.

is committed to working towards

• State-of-the-art metrology

• A dedicated assembly cell allows us
manufacturing solution, from simple

• A strong supplier network which

• Engagement in Continuous
Improvement programmes that
increase organisational efﬁciency,

• KMF Precision act as a single source

reduce product costs, improve

manufacturing solution for high-level,

product and process performance

value added assembly work.

and reduce cycle times.
• BSI accreditations, full material
traceability and document control to
maintain complete control over the
measured component.

• Aim to strengthen your supply
chain by building integral
relationships, offering expertise
on new materials and processes.
• A best in class Enterprise
Resource Planning (ERP) system,
using a system of integrated
applications, to simultaneously
manage complex sourcing and
production processes.

THE LAT EST T E C HN O L O GY
IN MACH I N E T OO L S
KMF understand that manufacturers are plagued with constant innovation,
consistent quality and competitive pressure. For this reason, technological
investment remains a focus of our business strategies.
Over the last 3 years, we have invested over £9 Million pounds into new
machinery and technological advancements. We anticipate the future
market needs of our customers and ensure the machines our customers
require next week, are available today.
Our unrivalled technology, automation, forecast reaction to our customers’
requirements and the skills and stability of our staff, allows us to deliver
quality components with maximum precision and short lead times.

PR OD UCT EXP E RI E N C E
Working with the Aerospace, Medical, Rail and Defence industries, KMF
Precision Engineering has established a reputation as a specialist in CNC
machining and precision engineering who can support a diverse group
of products.
KMF also have the necessary clean areas, skills and controls to ensure
consistent results when component assembly is required.

AEROSPACE

RAIL

DEFENCE

MEDICAL

Commercial
Aircraft Interiors

Interiors

Electronics

Senor
Equipment

Analyser
Equipment

Sprockets

Tape Heads

Bushes

Spectrometer
Components

Electronics
AV Units

Line Side
Fittings

Casings

Exceptional
Turnaround

Excellent Design
and NPI Departments

delivery

Impressive lead times to suit
customer requirements

Robust NPI processes and
dedicated prototyping machines

Capacity

Accreditation

Competitive

Impressive facilities,

Ensuring consistent quality
for ultimate precision and
product performance

Industry leading technology
and expert knowledge to
achieve maximum efﬁciencies

One-Stop-Shop
Flexible and reliable
production, from design to

allowing both small and
large batches

A World Leader in
Aerospace Equipment
“During the several years since we embarked on our journey
with KMF Precision Sheet Metal and more recently KMF
Precision Engineering, the account has grown considerably in
activity and volume as such it now encompasses thousands of
unique parts ranging from the simplest of components, right
through to the most integrated assemblies.

A Leading Manufacturer
of Spectrometers
“KMF Precision Engineering is a
fantastic subcontract machining partner

This growth has been supported by the use of several cost

who consistently deliver high-quality

models to enable quick, clear and concise pricing to take place.

components and strong customer

KMF as a group not only supply sheet metal and machined

support.

components direct into various manufacturing sites throughout

KMF assisted in DFM for both our

the UK but also directly into our third party supply chain across

existing and new product range under

the globe.

design, which brought both cost

KMF are a fully integrated technical partner, providing full DFM

efﬁciencies and product improvements

activities ranging from simple advice through to complete re

and the project was successfully

design of products and training sessions for our own personal,

launched using production parts

to ensure that maximum value is achieved

produced by the ﬁrm.

Our past and continued growth is very much linked to its

Working with KMF has eliminated any

Supply Chain Partnership with KMF Group.”

issues with quality and delivery time
and we can always rely on them to
deliver on time and defect free.”

We are a trusted manufacturing partner to successful
manufacturers and producers of high value parts in fast
growing market segments.
If you are looking to add value to your
business, get in touch.

sales@kmfprecison.co.uk | kmf.co.uk

UK

SLOVAKIA

Millennium Way

Unit 5, Rosevale Business Park

High Carr Business Park

Rosevale Road

Newcastle-under-Lyme

Newcastle-under-Lyme

Staffordshire. ST5 7UF

Staffordshire. ST5 7UB

01782 569060

01782 563020

info@kmf.co.uk

info@kmfprecision.co.uk

Johanna Vaillanta 3043/2
913 11 Trencianske Stankovce
Slovakia

+421 (0)32 6401210
info@kmf.sk
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